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The Dolorous Passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ
Anne Catherine Emmerich 1948 The writer of this
Preface was travelling in Germany, when he
chanced to meet with a book, entitled, The History
of the Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ, from the
Meditations of Anne Catherine Emmerich, which
appeared to him both interesting and edifying. Its
style was unpretending, its ideas simple, its tone
unassuming, its sentiments unexaggerated, and its
every sentence expressive of the most complete
and entire submission to the Church. Yet, at the
same time, it would have been difficult anywhere to
meet with a more touching and lifelike paraphrase
of the Gospel narrative. He thought that a book
possessing such qualities deserved to be known on
this side the Rhine, and that there could be no
reason why it should not be valued for its own sake,
independent of the somewhat singular source
whence it emanated. Aeterna Press
Abarat: Days of Magic, Nights of War Clive Barker
2011-08-30 Clive Barker, author of The Thief of
Always, delivers an epic battle filled with fantasy

and adventure that readers won't want to put down!
All things in their time . . . Candy Quackenbush's
adventures in the Abarat are getting stranger by the
hour. Why has the Lord of Midnight sent his
henchman after her? Why can she suddenly speak
words of magic? Why is this world familiar? Candy
and her companions must solve the mystery of her
past before the forces of Night and Day clash and
Absolute Midnight descends upon the islands. A
final war is about to begin. . . . Don't miss this
second book in Clive Barker's New York Times
bestselling Abarat series.
Royal Player Katie McCoy 2017-04-20 Charlie
Davenport is the bad boy of British sports - and third
in line to the throne. He's a beast on the courts, and
a wild animal in bed (according to all the tabloids).
Girls are lining up for chance at his crown jewels,
and when I stumble into the wrong Wimbledon
dressing room and catch a glimpse of his game, set,
AND match, I can see why. So what's a little good
luck kiss between friends? I know better than to get
involved with a bad boy like Charlie. But now he's
on a winning streak, he thinks I'm his lucky charm and you know what's luckier than a kiss?
Everything. Suddenly, I've got paparazzi on my trail,
exes coming out of the woodwork - and you don't
know 'cutthroat' until you've seen a pack of hungry

socialites set loose near the Royal Family. I'm in
way over my head, and even worse - I'm falling in
love. Can this American girl win her Prince
Charming? Or will we both crash out of the
championships in flames? Wimbledon-meets-The
Prince and Me in this hilarious, sexy new romance
from Katie McCoy!
Everlasting Enchantment Kathryne Kennedy 201312-03 Kathryne Kennedy's newest installment in a
beloved series sparkles with sorcery and seduction
Sir Gareth Solimere, knight of King Arthur's Round
Table, has been trapped inside Merlin's relic for
centuries, cursed until he finds his one true love.
When he finally finds her in the unexpected form of
a beautiful were-panther named Millicent Pantere,
he has to use all of his charms to try to make her
love him in return. But if he manages this feat, will
he finally be free to live a normal life?
White Walls Katie Ostrovecky 2017-05-22
Vanessa's story follows a young woman's journey
through the mental health system after her plan to
attempt suicide is intervened. It encompasses all
the benefits and downfalls of psychiatric centers
and mental health hospitals as well as addresses
societal issues that individuals with mental health
diseases face on a daily basis. This is a common

story that, often times, is not told enough.
The Girl in the Tower Katherine Arden 2017-12-05
A remarkable young woman blazes her own trail,
from the backwoods of Russia to the court of
Moscow, in the exhilarating sequel to Katherine
Arden’s bestselling debut novel, The Bear and the
Nightingale. Katherine Arden’s enchanting first
novel introduced readers to an irresistible heroine.
Vasilisa has grown up at the edge of a Russian
wilderness, where snowdrifts reach the eaves of her
family’s wooden house and there is truth in the fairy
tales told around the fire. Vasilisa’s gift for seeing
what others do not won her the attention of
Morozko—Frost, the winter demon from the
stories—and together they saved her people from
destruction. But Frost’s aid comes at a cost, and her
people have condemned her as a witch. Now
Vasilisa faces an impossible choice. Driven from her
home by frightened villagers, the only options left for
her are marriage or the convent. She cannot bring
herself to accept either fate and instead chooses
adventure, dressing herself as a boy and setting off
astride her magnificent stallion Solovey. But after
Vasilisa prevails in a skirmish with bandits,
everything changes. The Grand Prince of Moscow
anoints her a hero for her exploits, and she is
reunited with her beloved sister and brother, who

are now part of the Grand Prince’s inner circle. She
dares not reveal to the court that she is a girl, for if
her deception were discovered it would have terrible
consequences for herself and her family. Before she
can untangle herself from Moscow’s intrigues—and
as Frost provides counsel that may or may not be
trustworthy—she will also confront an even graver
threat lying in wait for all of Moscow itself. Praise for
The Girl in the Tower “[A] magical story set in an
alluring Russia.”—Paste “Arden’s lush, lyrical writing
cultivates an intoxicating, visceral atmosphere, and
her marvelous sense of pacing carries the novel
along at a propulsive clip. A masterfully told story of
folklore, history, and magic with a spellbinding
heroine at the heart of it all.”—Booklist (starred
review) “[A] sensual, beautifully written, and
emotionally stirring fantasy . . . Fairy tales don’t get
better than this.”—Publishers Weekly (starred
review) “[Katherine] Arden once again delivers an
engaging fantasy that mixes Russian folklore and
history with delightful worldbuilding and lively
characters.”—Library Journal
Beneath the Thirteen Moons Kathryne Kennedy
2010-12-01 "A beautifully drawn story filled with lush
scenery and an engaging plot. It's a story you'll
enjoy reading again and again."-Romance Reviews
Today He's a ruler in a divided world... In the

magical, watery world of the Sea Forest, the divide
between the rulers and the people is an
uncrossable chasm. Handsome, arrogant prince
Korl Com'nder has lived a life of luxury that is
nothing more than a fantasy to the people he rules.
Until the day he is accidentally kidnapped by a
beautiful outlaw smuggler and is forced to open his
eyes to the world outside his palace walls. She's an
outcast, but at least she has her independence...
Mahri Zin would stop at nothing to save her village,
and when they needed a healer she didn't think
twice about kidnapping one. But when she realizes
that the healer she so impulsively stole is none
other than the crown prince of the Sea Forest, Mahri
knows that this is her only chance to change the
fate of her people... "A highly original fantasy
tale...Kathryne Kennedy has done an excellent job
with world building. I really loved this world."Romance Junkies
Bridge to Terabithia Katherine Paterson 2009-10-06
The 40th anniversary edition of the classic Newbery
Medal-winning title by beloved author Katherine
Paterson, with brand-new bonus materials including
an author's note by Katherine herself and a
foreword by New York Times bestselling author
Kate DiCamillo. Jess Aarons has been practicing all
summer so he can be the fastest runner in the fifth

grade. And he almost is, until the new girl in school,
Leslie Burke, outpaces him. The two become fast
friends and spend most days in the woods behind
Leslie's house, where they invent an enchanted
land called Terabithia. One morning, Leslie goes to
Terabithia without Jess and a tragedy occurs. It will
take the love of his family and the strength that
Leslie has given him for Jess to be able to deal with
his grief. Bridge to Terabithia was also named an
ALA Notable Children’s Book and has become a
touchstone of children’s literature, as have many of
Katherine Paterson’s other novels, including The
Great Gilly Hopkins and Jacob Have I Loved.
Harper's Weekly John Bonner 1864
Cinder Marissa Meyer 2013-01-08 As plague
ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a
ruthless lunar people, Cinder, a gifted mechanic and
cyborg, becomes involved with handsome Prince
Kai and must uncover secrets about her past in
order to protect the world in this futuristic take onthe
Cinderella story.
That Affair Next Door Anna Katharine Green 202007-14 This classic whodunit by the nineteenthcentury author of The Leavenworth Case introduces
the original spinster sleuth: Amelia Butterworth.
Living alone in the moneyed Manhattan
neighborhood of Gramercy Park, Amelia

Butterworth is happy to keep to herself. But
awakened one night by the sound of a horse-drawn
cab outside her mansion, she spies a curious
couple entering a home she knows to be empty.
When only the man emerges, Amelia calls the
police—and is suddenly the sole witness to a
murder. But Amelia intends to do more than simply
be interrogated, much to the chagrin of Det.
Ebenezer Gryce. She has questions of her own,
and soon the police detective and amateur sleuth
are in a race to see who can solve the crime first.
“First published in 1897, this cleverly plotted
mystery . . . featuring the first woman sleuth in a
series, is a must for genre buffs.” —Publishers
Weekly, starred review
Katherine Anya Seton 2013-10-01 John of Gaunt
and Katherine Swynford, Chaucer's sister-in-law, fall
in love in the 14th century.
Sword of Fire Katharine Kerr 2021-02-23 Now in
paperback, this first novel of an epic fantasy trilogy
reintroduces readers to the beloved and bestselling
world of Deverry, blending magic, politics, and
adventure in an unforgettable setting. The bards are
the people's voice--and their sword. All over the
kingdom of Deverry, the common people are
demanding reform of the corrupt law courts. In
Aberwyn, the situation catches fire when Gwerbret

Ladoic, second in authority only to the High King,
allows a bard to starve to death rather than hear
their grievances. Guildwoman Alyssa, a student at
the local scholars' collegium, and Lady Dovina, the
gwerbret's own daughter, know that evidence exists
to overthrow the so-called traditional legal system, if
they can only get it into the right hands. The
powerful lords will kill anyone who threatens their
privileges. To retrieve the proof, Alyssa must make
a dangerous journey that will either change her life
forever--or end it.
Mist Kathryn James 2011 Nell enters the world of
the Elven when her sister is kidnapped by two
brothers in an attempt to broker politcal negotiations
to free the Elven adults who have been interned in
prison camps in the human world.
An Airship Named Desire Katherine McIntyre 201210-18 Airships, sky-pirates, smugglers and
soldiers... An Airship Named Desire is an actionfilled steampunk adventure. Ever since their last
botched smuggling job, First Mate Bea and the crew
of her airship can barely afford fuel, let alone a
barrel of grog. So, when a gentleman from Old
Germany offers them a fortune to steal a locked box
from a British merchant airship, they jump at the
opportunity. Somehow, though, their employer
forgot to mention the box's military escort, and the

Morlock mercenaries who would kill to get their
hands on it. Oh, and that if made public, the
contents could engulf Europe in another devastating
war. Stealing the box was the easy part. Now, with
a target on their back, and some of the toughest
characters in the sky after them, they have to find a
way to survive. If the crew of the Desire don't polish
their pistols and prepare for a hell of a fight, they'll
end up worse than grounded. After all, everyone
from the Brits to the Morlocks will kill for the
contents of that box, and no one survives an airship
crash.
Behind the Beautiful Forevers Katherine Boo 201202-07 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • NAMED
ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST NONFICTION BOOKS
OF THE DECADE “Inspiring . . . extraordinary . . .
[Katherine Boo] shows us how people in the most
desperate circumstances can find the resilience to
hang on to their humanity. Just as important, she
makes us care.”—People “A tour de force of social
justice reportage and a literary
masterpiece.”—Judges, PEN/John Kenneth
Galbraith Award ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times • The
Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine • USA
Today • New York • The Miami Herald • San

Francisco Chronicle • Newsday In this breathtaking
book by Pulitzer Prize winner Katherine Boo, a
bewildering age of global change and inequality is
made human through the dramatic story of families
striving toward a better life in Annawadi, a makeshift
settlement in the shadow of luxury hotels near the
Mumbai airport. As India starts to prosper, the
residents of Annawadi are electric with hope. Abdul,
an enterprising teenager, sees “a fortune beyond
counting” in the recyclable garbage that richer
people throw away. Meanwhile Asha, a woman of
formidable ambition, has identified a shadier route
to the middle class. With a little luck, her beautiful
daughter, Annawadi’s “most-everything girl,” might
become its first female college graduate. And even
the poorest children, like the young thief Kalu, feel
themselves inching closer to their dreams. But then
Abdul is falsely accused in a shocking tragedy;
terror and global recession rock the city; and
suppressed tensions over religion, caste, sex,
power, and economic envy turn brutal. With
intelligence, humor, and deep insight into what
connects people to one another in an era of
tumultuous change, Behind the Beautiful Forevers,
based on years of uncompromising reporting,
carries the reader headlong into one of the twentyfirst century’s hidden worlds—and into the hearts of

families impossible to forget. WINNER OF: The
PEN Nonfiction Award • The Los Angeles Times
Book Prize • The American Academy of Arts and
Letters Award • The New York Public Library’s
Helen Bernstein Book Award NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New Yorker •
People • Entertainment Weekly • The Wall Street
Journal • The Boston Globe • The Economist •
Financial Times • Foreign Policy • The Seattle
Times • The Nation • St. Louis Post-Dispatch • The
Denver Post • Minneapolis Star Tribune • The Week
• Kansas City Star • Slate • Publishers Weekly
The Witness for the Dead Katherine Addison 202106-22 "At once intimate and literally operatic, it's
everything I love about Katherine Addison's writing,
in ways I didn't know to expect. I loved it." —John
Scalzi Katherine Addison returns to the glittering
world she created for her beloved novel, The Goblin
Emperor, in this stand-alone sequel When the
young half-goblin emperor Maia sought to learn who
had set the bombs that killed his father and halfbrothers, he turned to an obscure resident of his
father’s Court, a Prelate of Ulis and a Witness for
the Dead. Thara Celehar found the truth, though it
did him no good to discover it. He lost his place as a
retainer of his cousin the former Empress, and
made far too many enemies among the many

factions vying for power in the new Court. The favor
of the Emperor is a dangerous coin. Now Celehar
lives in the city of Amalo, far from the Court though
not exactly in exile. He has not escaped from
politics, but his position gives him the ability to serve
the common people of the city, which is his
preference. He lives modestly, but his decency and
fundamental honesty will not permit him to live
quietly. As a Witness for the Dead, he can,
sometimes, speak to the recently dead: see the last
thing they saw, know the last thought they had,
experience the last thing they felt. It is his duty use
that ability to resolve disputes, to ascertain the
intent of the dead, to find the killers of the murdered.
Celehar’s skills now lead him out of the quiet and
into a morass of treachery, murder, and injustice.
No matter his own background with the imperial
house, Celehar will stand with the commoners, and
possibly find a light in the darkness. Katherine
Addison has created a fantastic world for these
books – wide and deep and true. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
Another Man's Treasure Joy Avery 2016-06-18
Graphic artist Trinity Hargrove never knew real
passion until she sleeps with her boss's son.
Mistake number one. Mistake number two...liking it

too much. But they agreed to only one night. Simple
enough, right? Wrong. He may be out of her bed,
but their intense night together still burns in her
memories. As long as she keeps her distance from
the oh-so-desirable Xander Duval, everything will be
okay. Unfortunately, fate won't go along with her
plan. Restaurateur Xander Duval agrees to Trinity's
"one night" stipulation, but only in theory. He has no
intentions of not being with her again. Especially
when his mind-nor body-will allow him to forget the
fire that blazed between them until the wee hours of
the morning. When Trinity is injured in an
automobile accident, he jumps at the opportunity to
be her arms and legs. He plans to show her just
how determined he is to make her his...for far longer
than just one night.
Half-Shell Propheces Ruthanne Reid 2016-02-14
FRIGHTENED MONSTERS. STOLEN TIME. AND
ONE SERIOUSLY UNDERESTIMATED DAMSEL.
Katie ran from the magical world years ago. She
never planned on being dragged back in by a
prophesying clamshell. The seers believe she alone
can prevent an apocalypse of ruined time and
broken worlds. Bran the Crow King believes she
can save him from his cannibalistic grandfather.
Katie believes they're all nuts. One thing is for
certain: she's not waiting around for help. Operation

Katie Saves her Own Damn Self is officially on.
Enchanting the Lady Kathryne Kennedy 2012-08-01
Historical Romance Meets Fairy Tale Magic In a
Victorian England with a rigid hierarchy of magic,
lion shape-shifter Sir Terence Blackwell is at the
bottom rung of society. Only Lady Felicity Seymour,
who has no magic, no inheritance, and no
prospects, may be willing to judge the man strictly
on his own merits. When family pressures push
Lady Felicity into a terrible fate, she has only Sir
Terence to turn to. As the two outcasts are
propelled by circumstances beyond their control,
they are forced to explore the unseen depths
beneath society's facade. And what they discover
about each other is more real and more beautiful
than they ever could have imagined... A unique
combination of historical and fantasy romance,
Enchanting the Lady will fascinate readers of Karen
Monin, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Kresley Cole, and Diane
Duval who will be charmed by this light-hearted,
powerful mix of romance, history, magic, secrets,
and spies. The Relics of Merlin Historical Fantasy
Romance Series: Enchanting the Lady (Book 1)
Double Enchantment (Book 2): A simple spell gone
wrong will have Sir Sterling Thorn's eyes, and his
heart, seeing double Enchanting the Beast (Book
3): When the spiritualist hired to expunge

Nicodemus Wulfson's castle of ghosts also steals
his heart, he has to learn to trust her. But can she
trust him? Everlasting Enchantment (Book 4): The
hunt for the "magic man" leads Millicent Panetere to
one of Merlin's relics and the knight whose fate is
bound to it. What readers are saying about
Enchanting the Lady "An interesting twist, Victorian
romance in a Harry Potter world." "A sweet fantasy
with well written characters." "The world felt very
well developed and the action was fast paced. The
sexy shenanigans were, umm, sexy." "Held my
attention from the start with its ties to magic and
fantasy." What reviewers are saying about
Enchanting the Lady "The imagination of JK
Rowling and the romance of Julie Garwood all rolled
up into one fabulous novel."- Erin Grady, author of
Haunting Beauty "Simply delightful...imaginative,
historically vigorous and ripe for further adventures."Publishers Weekly "Sweet and romantic, with plenty
of love-at-first-sight warm-fuzzies..."-Drey's Library
"One of those rare books that seamlessly melds
historical and paranormal elements into a beautiful,
fast-paced, romance."-Fictitious Escape "Kennedy
has totally enchanted us with this book. It's like
reading an adult version of Beauty and the Beast
with a bit more spunk."-Yankee Romance
Reviewers "Every page overflows with romance,

fantasy and suspense. Outstanding!" -Huntress
Reviews, Five Stars "...a phenomenal read...This is
one of those rare and wonderful books that will
leave a smile lingering on your face long after you're
done reading." -Romance Reviews Today, A Perfect
Ten What people are saying about Kathryne
Kennedy "As darkly imaginative as Tolkien, as richly
romantic as Heyer, Kennedy carves a new genre in
romantic fiction." Erin Quinn, author of Haunting
Warrior "[Kennedy] has created characters that live
and breathe between the pages; a talent which is, in
my opinion, a hallmark of skilled storytelling."-Fresh
Fiction "Ms. Kennedy's a pro at creating memorable
characters, comical situations, a fun dialog, and an
endearing love story."-Sia McKye's Thoughts Over
Coffee
The Bear and The Nightingale Katherine Arden
2020-01-30 _____________________________
Beware the evil in the woods... In a village at the
edge of the wilderness of northern Russia, where
the winds blow cold and the snow falls many
months of the year, an elderly servant tells stories of
sorcery, folklore and the Winter King to the children
of the family, tales of old magic frowned upon by the
church. But for the young, wild Vasya these are far
more than just stories. She alone can see the house
spirits that guard her home, and sense the growing

forces of dark magic in the woods. . . Atmospheric
and enchanting, with an engrossing adventure at its
core, The Bear and the Nightingale is perfect for
readers of Naomi Novik's Uprooted, Erin
Morgenstern's The Night Circus, and Philip
Pullman's His Dark Materials.
_____________________________ Now with over
100 5* reviews, readers are spellbound by this
magical story: 'This book stayed with me, I didn't
want it to end' 'A beautifully written story' 'An
entrancing story, which swept me up from the very
first chapter' 'Full of magic'
_____________________________ Make sure
you've read all the books in the acclaimed
Winternight Trilogy 1. The Bear and the Nightingale
2. The Girl in the Tower 3. The Winter of the Witch
Haunting Warrior Erin Quinn 2010-05-04 A tale of
time travel, Irish magic, and passionate romance
from the author of Haunting Beauty and The Five
Deaths of Roxanne Love... Rory McGrath’s life
changed the night his father mysteriously vanished
after uncovering the secrets of the ancient Book of
Fennore. The trauma turned Rory from an innocent
boy into a troubled, cynical man. Leaving Ireland, he
shunned his family, his heritage—and the very
magic that has defined his people for centuries.
Then the dreams begin…dreams of an ethereal

beauty whose touch is more real than any he’s
known. And in these dreams, she has a
message—a calling for Rory to return home to a
destiny that will take him beyond the realm of
anything he imagined. Lured to the castle ruins
where his father disappeared, Rory is plunged back
in time, and into the body of another man—a man
betrothed to the very woman of Rory’s dreams. In
possession of the secrets of his past, his family, and
his identity, her hold on Rory is inescapable. For
she is his doom. His salvation. And his destiny.
Catalog of Copyright Entries Library of Congress.
Copyright Office 1923
A Deal with the Elf King Elise Kova 2020-11-06
Perfect for fans of A Court of Thorns and Roses and
Uprooted, this stand-alone, fantasy romance about
a human girl and her marriage to the Elf King is
impossible to put down! The elves come for two
things: war and wives. In both cases, they come for
death. Three-thousand years ago, humans were
hunted by powerful races with wild magic until the
treaty was formed. Now, for centuries, the elves
have taken a young woman from Luella's village to
be their Human Queen. To be chosen is seen as a
mark of death by the townsfolk. A mark nineteenyear-old Luella is grateful to have escaped as a girl.
Instead, she's dedicated her life to studying

herbology and becoming the town's only healer.
That is, until the Elf King unexpectedly arrives... for
her. Everything Luella had thought she'd known
about her life, and herself, was a lie. Taken to a
land filled with wild magic, Luella is forced to be the
new queen to a cold yet blisteringly handsome Elf
King. Once there, she learns about a dying world
that only she can save. The magical land of
Midscape pulls on one corner of her heart, her
home and people tug on another... but what will
truly break her is a passion she never wanted. A
Deal with the Elf King is a complete, stand-alone
novel, inspired by the tales of Hades and
Persephone, as well as Beauty and the Beast, with
a "happily ever after" ending. It's perfect for fantasy
romance fans looking for just the right amount of
steam and their next slow-burn and swoon-worthy
couple.
King Kelson's Bride Katherine Kurtz 2001-07-01
“Kurtz’s strengths lie in her patient accumulation of
telling detail, well-articulated plots, and believable
magics. Should bring the fans flocking, and attract
newcomers too.”—Kirkus Reviews Speculation runs
rampant throughout the kingdom of Gwynedd as to
when, and to whom, King Kelson will finally be wed.
As a rival monarch takes his rightful place on the
throne of a nearby land, it becomes more imperative

than ever that Kelson produce a long-awaited heir.
With the mystical Deryni blood flowing through his
veins, Kelson can only hope for a woman whose
power and conviction are equal to his own. Love is
set aside for duty—and Kelson the king must make
the choice that Kelson the man cannot….
Enchanting the Beast Kathryne Kennedy 2014-0401 Praise for Everlasting Enchantment:
"Marvelous...impossible to put down."—RT Book
Reviews Tops Pick, 4 1?2 stars Dark Things Lurk in
Grimspell Castle Sir Nicodemus Wulfson is haunted
by memories of murder—and ghosts. He brings in a
ghost-hunter in the form of celebrated spiritualist
Lady Philomena Radcliff, and promptly, all hell
breaks loose. Is Philomena a threat to his already
suffering family? Or can Nico trust his burgeoning
attraction to her? Is it Him She Should Fear? Lady
Philomena has resigned herself to a life of
spinsterhood performing séances for the
aristocracy—until she meets sexy young werewolf
Sir Nico. She agrees to try ridding his castle of its
increasingly restless spirits. But there are more
mysteries within Grimspell Castle than even Nico is
aware of, and when a local girl turns up dead, Phil
wonders if she's risking her life as well as her heart.
"Unique and memorable...You will never view
fantasy the same again."—Night Owl Romance

Reviewer Top Pick, 4 1?2 stars "Kennedy brilliantly
and seamlessly lures readers into a realm where
magic exists."—RT Book Reviews Top Pick, 4 1?2
stars, RT Reviewers' Choice Nominee for Best
Historical Paranormal
The Book of Five Rings (Annotated) Musashi
Miyamoto 2021-05-03 The Book of Five Rings is a
text on kenjutsu and the martial arts in general,
written by the Japanese swordsman Miyamoto
Musashi around 1643.Written over three centuries
ago by a Samurai warrior, the book has been hailed
as a limitless source of psychological insight for
businessmen-or anyone who relies on strategy and
tactics for outwitting the competition.
The Goblin Emperor Katherine Addison 2014-04-01
A vividly imagined fantasy of court intrigue and dark
magics in a steampunk-inflected world, by a brilliant
young talent The youngest, half-goblin son of the
Emperor has lived his entire life in exile, distant from
the Imperial Court and the deadly intrigue that
suffuses it. But when his father and three sons in
line for the throne are killed in an "accident," he has
no choice but to take his place as the only surviving
rightful heir. Entirely unschooled in the art of court
politics, he has no friends, no advisors, and the sure
knowledge that whoever assassinated his father
and brothers could make an attempt on his life at

any moment. Surrounded by sycophants eager to
curry favor with the naïve new emperor, and
overwhelmed by the burdens of his new life, he can
trust nobody. Amid the swirl of plots to depose him,
offers of arranged marriages, and the specter of the
unknown conspirators who lurk in the shadows, he
must quickly adjust to life as the Goblin Emperor. All
the while, he is alone, and trying to find even a
single friend . . . and hoping for the possibility of
romance, yet also vigilant against the unseen
enemies that threaten him, lest he lose his
throne–or his life. Katherine Addison's The Goblin
Emperor is an exciting fantasy novel, set against the
pageantry and color of a fascinating, unique world,
is a memorable debut for a great new talent. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A Tree Grows in Brooklyn Betty Smith 2009-11-10
The Mystery of the Blue Train Agatha Christie 201708-03 The daughter of an American millionaire dies
on a train en route for Nice... When the luxurious
Blue Train arrives at Nice, a guard attempts to wake
serene Ruth Kettering from her slumbers. But she
will never wake again - for a heavy blow has killed
her, disfiguring her features almost beyond
recognition. What is more, her precious rubies are
missing. The prime suspect is Ruth's estranged

husband, Derek. Yet Poirot is not convinced, so he
stages an eerie re-enactment of the journey,
complete with the murderer on board...
The Fire Lord's Lover Kathryne Kennedy 2010-0701 "A Tolkien-esque world combined with an
eighteenth-century historical romance produces a
satisfying tale with twists you'll never expect.
Excellent!"—Jennifer Ashley, New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author A unique combination
of historical and fantasy romance, The Fire Lord's
Lover will fascinate readers of Karen Monin,
Jennifer Armentrout, Kresley Cole, and Diane Duval
who will adore this imaginative unexpected love
story between the son of a tyrant and the woman
sent to take them both down. In a magical land
ruled by ruthless Elven lords, the Fire Lord's son
Dominic Raikes plays a deadly game to conceal his
growing might from his malevolent father—until his
arranged bride awakens in him passions he thought
he had buried forever. Lady Cassandra has been
raised in outward purity and innocence, while
secretly being trained as an assassin. Her mission
is to bring down the Elven Lord and his champion
son. But when she gets to court she discovers that
nothing is what it seems, least of all the man she
married. But beneath the gilded castles lies an
unspeakable evil, greater than either Dominic or

Cassandra had ever fathomed, and without each
other they may not survive. What readers and
reviewers are saying about The Fire Lord's Lover:
"It was so good that I read it in one day...and then I
read it again!!" "It was different; keeping me
entranced trying to figure out what was going to
happen next." "...engaged and engrossed right from
the first chapter in the fascinating world of Elvin
magic and ensuing romance." "It's very satisfying,
as addictive as chocolate covered pretzels with a
side of Nutella." "...so well written and her
characters are so rich and captivating that I simply
could not put it down."—The San Francisco Book
Review "A very unique series that will enchant
lovers of historicals and fantasy. A beautiful gem to
be treasured."—Booklovers, Inc. "Charming,
sweeping-of-your-feet romantic and toe-curling
sensuous"—Erotic Horizon "As darkly imaginative
as Tolkien, as richly romantic as Heyer, Kennedy
carves a new genre in romantic fiction."—Erin
Quinn, author of Haunting Warrior "[Kennedy] has
created characters that live and breathe between
the pages; a talent which is, in my opinion, a
hallmark of skilled storytelling."—Fresh Fiction "Ms.
Kennedy's a pro at creating memorable characters,
comical situations, a fun dialog, and an endearing

love story."—Sia McKye's Thoughts Over Coffee
The Lady of the Storm Kathryne Kennedy 2011
With her life in danger, storm lord's daughter Cecily
Sutton, who can control the sea and the sky, finds
an unwilling protector in Giles Beaumont who
refuses to fall under her enchanting spell. Original.
A Wrinkle in Time Madeleine L'Engle 2019-07-18 A
Wrinkle in Time is the winner of the 1963 Newbery
Medal. It was a dark and stormy night—Meg Murry,
her small brother Charles Wallace, and her mother
had come down to the kitchen for a midnight snack
when they were upset by the arrival of a most
disturbing stranger. "Wild nights are my glory," the
unearthly stranger told them. "I just got caught in a
downdraft and blown off course. Let me sit down for
a moment, and then I'll be on my way. Speaking of
ways, by the way, there is such a thing as a
tesseract." A tesseract (in case the reader doesn't
know) is a wrinkle in time. To tell more would rob
the reader of the enjoyment of Miss L'Engle's
unusual book. A Wrinkle in Time, winner of the
Newbery Medal in 1963, is the story of the
adventures in space and time of Meg, Charles
Wallace, and Calvin O'Keefe (athlete, student, and
one of the most popular boys in high school). They
are in search of Meg's father, a scientist who
disappeared while engaged in secret work for the

government on the tesseract problem.
Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist Incidents Brent
L. Smith 2011-01 This is a print on demand edition
of a hard to find publication. Explores whether
sufficient data exists to examine the temporal and
spatial relationships that existed in terrorist group
planning, and if so, could patterns of preparatory
conduct be identified? About one-half of the
terrorists resided, planned, and prepared for
terrorism relatively close to their eventual target.
The terrorist groups existed for 1,205 days from the
first planning meeting to the date of the
actual/planned terrorist incident. The planning
process for specific acts began 2-3 months prior to
the terrorist incident. This study examined selected
terrorist groups/incidents in the U.S. from 19802002. It provides for the potential to identify patterns
of conduct that might lead to intervention prior to the
commission of the actual terrorist incidents.
Illustrations.
We Have Always Lived in the Castle Shirley
Jackson 1962-06-01 The inhabitants of the
Rochester house wield a strange power over their
neighbors.
Paper Towns John Green 2013 Special edition
slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with
pop-up paper town. From the bestselling author of

The Fault in our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has
always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo
(and her adventures) are the stuff of legend at their
high school. So when she one day climbs through
his window and summons him on an all-night road
trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But the
next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week
later she is still missing. Q soon learns that there
are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for
him. But as he gets deeper into the mystery culminating in another awesome road trip across
America - he becomes less sure of who and what
he is looking for. Masterfully written by John Green,
this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious comingof-age story.
We Are the Mccann Family Katie Yackley Moore
2016-11-22 This book is for you and for
us.Beautiful, imperfect us.Family is family is
family.Always.
Lord of Illusion Kathryne Kennedy 2012-02-01
PRAISE FOR THE LADY OF THE STORM:
"Sizzling...Kennedy's exquisite world building and
terrific plotting make this a must-read."-Booklist,
starred review HE'LL DO ANYTHING TO FREE HIS
PEOPLE... Lord Drystan Hawkes dreams of fighting
for England's freedom from the endless evils of the
Elven Lords. But first he must find the beautiful

slave girl who holds the secret to his quest. SHE
HOLDS THE KEY TO HIS LIBERATION... Enslaved
for years in a realm of illusion, Camille Ashton has
learned to trust no one. But she's truly spellbound
when she meets Drystan, and somehow when they
are together, she can see what's true. From
Kathryne Kennedy, acclaimed by critics as
"absorbing" and "impossible to put down," The Lord
of Illusion opens ups to an enchanting world with
characters that live and breathe between the pages.
PRAISE FOR THE LADY OF THE STORM: "A
mesmerizing tale sprinkled with whimsy, peril, and
love." —Fresh Fiction "A well-developed fantasy
setting...Fantastical creatures, magical spells,
lengthy quests, angst, and passion will satisfy
readers." —Publishers Weekly "Romantic and
emotional...Another whirlwind ride into the magical
chaos that is England...the writing was superb."
—Long and Short Reviews
The Taming of the Shrew William Shakespeare
1921
Ashlords Scott Reintgen 2021-02-16 "Follows
alchemists Imelda, Adrian, and Pippa as they reach
for their dreams of glory riding phoenix horses at
The Races, the modern spectacle that has replaced

warfare within their empire"--Provided by publisher.
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